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ABSTRACT
Since organizations are forced to make fast decision, the urgency of data becomes significant. Data must be maintained in a way that analyst could use it easily. On the other side, even when the data is already easy to use, analysts still have to understand the data and translates database structures into business terms before they can start working.

This paper proposes architecture of data mart application considering two perspectives: data and software. There are three situations to use this system: urgent data and important analysis, short-term strategy to complement long term, and data mart as pragmatic solution. A case study explained as example implementation of the proposed architecture.

The result of implementation is standalone software to deliver independent data mart and common analysis tools as one package. The package distributed to end-user (analyst). The software should not tightly couple with data mart. When advanced analysis is required, data mart inside the package must be able to be used immediately with other analysis tools.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Every organization needs a good data management. Data are very important. They are raw materials that can be processed into valuable information to help making a wise decision. Since organizations are forced to make fast decision, the urgency of data becomes significant. Data must be delivered to analyst quickly. Data must also be processed and prepared properly so that the analyst can utilize it easily. The most endorsed method to solve this situation is by building data warehouse and/or data mart. Data mart has special advantage. It is easy to build especially with limited IS resources.

Data mart is being read by different kind of applications. It is being processed for analysis or generating reports. Some general/common analysis and report could be performed to the data mart, for example: multi-dimensional analysis (OLAP) and reporting. If those basic needs could be fulfilled without third party application, it would bring several benefits. Analyst does not need to understand the data structure to start working. Analyst does not need to connect or do additional processing to use the data mart in his analysis/reporting software.

This research provides the reason, architecture, and case study for the development of standalone software to deliver independent data mart and common analysis tools as one package. The package distributed to end-user (analyst), so that they can start their work immediately. The package should not tightly couple with data mart. When advanced analysis is required, data mart inside the package must be able to be used immediately with other analysis tools. The method presented in this paper has been validated in a real case study concerning Fishery Resources in East Java Indonesia.
2. ADVANTAGE OF INDEPENDENT DATA MART

Data mart started from the intention to separate data from transactional processing with analytical processing. Independent data mart is most likely focused exclusively on one area. One or more operational systems were being used as the data source. Analysis or reporting tools query it directly, delivering information to analyst [1]. Data mart caters specific needs. It only performs very well in specific conditions. Here are some considerations with philosophical approach to determine when to use independent data mart.

2.1. Urgent data and important analysis

The main consideration is the needs and capability of the organization itself. Data must be given to analyst quickly and make immediate impact. Mostly, data mart is considered as inexpensive alternative to a data warehouse. It takes significantly less time and lower cost to build [2] [3] [4]. Data mart usually use minimal IS resources and often leads to very fast implementation [5].

Compared to data warehouse that are better-architected decision support system, independent data marts are less expensive. Furthermore, constructing independent data marts do not require the organization to understand their data beyond individual departments. Data warehouse creates a complex problem [6], that was expensive, time-consuming, and expert-intensive [7].

The main point of creating data mart is that analyst can do their own work so that they do not have to integrate with other data marts [8]. The problem only rise in integrated environment, when there are multiple independent data marts that are dependent to each other [9]. Data marts are intended for limited area implementation and have no enterprise context [1]. Data mart also solves the situation where we need to work in isolated environment without any network connection. We could also use data mart to isolate and protect production data [10].

2.2. Short-term strategy to complement long term

Independent data marts are a poor architectural solution based on information quality, system quality, individual impacts, and organizational impacts [11] [8]. They may achieve rapid and inexpensive results in the short term; but they can give rise to long-term costs and inefficiencies [1]. The data mart vendors are selling a very short-term perspective at the expense of long-term architectural success [9].

However, data mart is not a substitute of data warehouse. When we want to go to certain places, we can go by bicycle or car depends on which one we could afford. Data warehouse is not an upgrade of data mart either, we cannot upgrade bicycle to car. We can own both bicycle and car. Developing data mart for short-term solution, while working to build warehouse in long term, is also an alternative. Data mart should be designed accommodating the long-term data warehouse strategy [12].

2.3. Data mart as pragmatic solution

Another opinion said that data warehouse could be built from data mart [13] [14]. We can find balance between the ideal way to do things, and a pragmatic approach. Pragmatic might be ideal when it comes to value individual initiative and results is important [15]. Reach the target first, and refine later.

3. PIVOT TABLE AS BASIC ANALYSIS TECHNOLOGY

It was said that Pito Salas was the “father” of pivot tables [16]. Pivot table has solved many analytical needs, it can summarize and analyze data faster and transform gigantic data sets into crystal-clear summary reports [17]. Many vendors provide PivotTable to enhance the functionality of their data processing software [18] [19]. Software library for pivot table are also available in many programming languages [20] [21] [22] [23].

There are three kinds of data warehouse applications: information processing, analytical processing, data mining [24]. Table X shows the types of application, usage and existing solution for the application of data warehouse / data mart. Most of the information and analytical processing can be solved using Pivot Table and Chart. Some advanced analytical processing such as spatial and geographical analysis, data mining and data visualization require either static / dynamic-link library, custom tailored implementation, or feeding the exported data to more sophisticated analysis tools.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Application</th>
<th>Usage</th>
<th>Technology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Information processing</td>
<td>Reporting (crosstabs, tables, charts, graph)</td>
<td>Pivot Table, Pivot Chart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analytical processing</td>
<td>Multidimensional Analysis (OLAP), Geographical Analysis</td>
<td>Pivot Table, Pivot Chart, GIS, Data visualization library / custom tailored</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data mining</td>
<td>Various Methods</td>
<td>Embedded data mining library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other / advanced needs</td>
<td>Various Methods</td>
<td>Export to sophisticated analysis tools</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. THE PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE

The architecture is constructed and derived from both data and software perspectives. Within data management and engineering perspective, there are two considerations. The first is independent data mart architecture [8][1][5]. The second one is kinds of data warehouse application: informational processing, analytical processing, and data mining. From the software engineering perspective, the architecture is also being constructed by considering rich client application archetype and stand-alone deployment [25]. The full architecture is shown in Figure 1.

First, external data sources are being read by ETL library and populated to stand-alone RDBMS using database interface and library. Other analysis tools using direct database connection can access data mart. Data mart can also be exported and used for report archive, or as input for other analysis tools.

OLAP Library is accessing data mart via database interface and library. OLAP Library calculates the aggregation and summarization. It uses the OLAP Metadata to perform basic OLAP operation (slide, dice, roll up, and drill down). OLAP metadata or cube definition can be hard-coded in business layer or stored inside the stand-alone RDBMS. OLAP Library provides the aggregate data to Pivot Table OLAP Interface, to be shown on Pivot Table View. Utilizing Chart Library, Pivot Table can also become Pivot Chart.

Data mining library access the data mart and perform a specific knowledge discovery process. Data visualization can get data from data mining output, Pivot Table, OLAP, or directly from data mart to represent data in a more meaningful way.

5. CASE STUDY

Many software development methodologies can be used to implement the architecture [26]. In this case study, we will use 4D methodology, popular software development manifesto [27], to explain the process. 4D stands for Define, Design, Develop and Deploy. Inside this methodology, we also incorporate the development of independent data mart.

The major steps in building a data mart are designing, constructing, populating, accessing, and managing [28]. Data mart designing were done on "design" phase. Data mart constructing, populating and accessing were done in "develop" phase. Data mart managing, such as backup and restore can be done on "deploy" phase. We will not fully explain how we develop the system. We highlight some of the process that directly related with implementation of the architecture.

5.1. Define

In this phase, we define what and how the application should work. We determine the business objectives and goals. We acquire and interpret business requirements. Then, we write them as software requirement specification. We evaluate the requirement to ensure that the purpose can exploit the advantage of independent data mart.

Figure 1. Architecture of Stand Alone Data Mart Analysis Tools

First, external data sources are being read by ETL library and populated to stand-alone RDBMS using database interface and library. Other analysis tools using direct database connection can access data mart. Data mart can also be exported and used for report archive, or as input for other analysis tools.

OLAP Library is accessing data mart via database interface and library. OLAP Library calculates the aggregation and summarization. It uses the OLAP Metadata to perform basic OLAP operation (slide, dice, roll up, and drill down). OLAP metadata or cube definition can be hard-coded in business layer or stored inside the stand-alone RDBMS. OLAP Library provides the aggregate data to Pivot Table OLAP Interface, to be shown on Pivot Table View. Utilizing Chart Library, Pivot Table can also become Pivot Chart.

Data mining library access the data mart and perform a specific knowledge discovery process. Data visualization can get data from data mining output, Pivot Table, OLAP, or directly from data mart to represent data in a more meaningful way.
The summary of the requirements covers three parts: data gathering, data maintenance and data analysis. Data are being gathered from various sources especially from survey, because data collection is expensive. The data collection and cleaning will be done manually. The data must be collected in one place, as data mart. Only one department will maintain the data. Other stakeholders only require using the data in read-only mode. They use the data in the same platform, for reporting or analysis. The system must provide some basic reporting (table, chart) and analysis tools (OLAP). Special data visualization is required to aid spatial analysis of fishery resources. There is no requirement yet for advanced analytics, reporting or data mining. Advanced analysis might be done by third party analysis tools, thus the data should be able to be accessed directly or indirectly by using export mechanism.

5.2. Design

This phase consist of two types of work: data design and software design. In designing data model, it's very important requirement to make the data structured in a way that analyst could easily understand and use. This is the main reason why dimensional modeling technique was being chosen. It ensure simple data structure and user query [13]. The multidimensional model is great for flexibility of analysis but is not optimal for large amounts of data [8]. In software design, we are not going to explain the logic / process but focused on the software architectural design. The main works are discovering and deciding which technologies that are going to be used on each of the architecture component, based on the requirement. Table 2 shows the summary of chosen implementation method.

The case study used Embarcadero Delphi as an integrated development environment (IDE) due to its flexibility for rapid application development (RAD) [29]. SQLite was picked as the RDBMS because it can be implemented as embedded database [30]. SQLite is lightweight and powerful enough to store data mart that contains aggregated or summarized data [9]. User interface, chart and database interface was being implemented with native library [31][32]. Proprietary library was being used to implement pivot table [23], and the OLAP metadata was hardcoded inside business layer.

ETL mechanism was implemented using native library. Aside from scripted ETL, manual data modification should be added on the Import UI. This could also cause aggregation issue [33]. There is a special need in data visualization to analyze the geographical trends of fishery resources. This requirement could be solved using proprietary GIS library, but the cost is not feasible. Custom-coded implementation from scratch using native API is more favorable. Export mechanism to CSV and popular office would be used for special ad-hoc needs. CSV text is the easiest format for data visualization [34][35]. Office documents such as spreadsheets are valuable to those who need to make sense of quantitative business data [36].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer</th>
<th>Components</th>
<th>Implementation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Presentation</td>
<td>Import UI</td>
<td>Native [31]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Data Visualization</td>
<td>Custom Tailored</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chart Library</td>
<td>Native [31]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pivot Table View</td>
<td>Proprietary Library [23]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Export UI</td>
<td>Native [31]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business</td>
<td>ETL Library</td>
<td>Custom Tailored</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pivot Table OLAP Interface</td>
<td>Proprietary Library [23]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OLAP Metadata</td>
<td>Custom Tailored</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Data Mining Library</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Export Library</td>
<td>Proprietary [23] and Open Source Library [35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data</td>
<td>Database Interface</td>
<td>Native [32]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stand-alone RDBMS</td>
<td>Open Source [30]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.3. Development

Data mart construction and population were being done in this phase. OLAP schema is also being constructed. This is heavyweight-lifting phase for programming. Several functional and non-functional requirements are being implemented. The adapted architecture based on requirements and design is shown in figure 2.
5.4. Deployment

As shown in Figure 3, the deployment consists of three files. The first file is fishery.db3, which is the independent data mart, stored as SQLite 3 database. FisheryAnalysis.exe is the main analysis tool. The ETL module was separated as FisheryETL.exe, because there is no access control being implemented. SQLite library is embedded in both applications. The result is highly portable, stand-alone analysis tool and independent data mart.

Managing data mart is very simple. Backup can be done by copying the .db3 file to other location. Restoring data mart can be done by replacing the .db3 file with backup file.

6. CONCLUSION

With resource constraint, independent data mart that typically low cost and fast to implement is a good option. Data mart is good to fill the short-term requirement, although it cannot replace data warehouse. Independent data mart should also be considered as pragmatic solution to help reaching immediate result. It is also a preferred solution for isolated environment. Pivot table solves many common reporting and analysis need. It is the swiss army knife for analytical needs and must be included in the architecture.

Architecture is constructed from data and software perspective. The system is deployed on client tier as stand-alone application. The data mart was stored in stand-alone RDBMS. Case study has shown a successful application of the architecture. Using 4D methodology, the architecture was implemented using proprietary, open source and custom-tailored library. The result is ultra-portable standalone software to deliver independent data mart and common analysis tools as one package.

However, there are still some issues in this architecture. I still does not cover access control list. The security is bare minimum. It currently only work best on non-sensitive data. In the future, it has potential to be developed further as portable stand-alone Business Intelligence.
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